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Everyone Media Group Launches EV Unleashed, a new site for the latest
electric vehicle news, reviews, and guides

Everyone Media Group launched EV Unleashed, a new electric vehicle resource that aims to
share the latest news, in-depth reviews, and buying guides through trusted information.

SEATTLE (PRWEB) January 06, 2022 -- Everyone Media Group launched EV Unleashed, a new electric
vehicle resource that aims to share the latest news, in-depth reviews, and buying guides through trusted
information.

EV Unleashed is a free resource that will feature expert-backed guides, the latest electric vehicle news, tested
comparisons, and reviews to help buyers make informed decisions.

With the automotive future being electric, EV Unleashed will also address the benefits and drawbacks, teach
the best practices for maintaining an electric vehicle, and share the latest incentives.

“Governments across the globe have introduced goals and regulations for a transition to electric vehicles in a
rather quick manner. Automotive companies, old and new, are investing time, energy, and resources into
producing lower-cost and more efficient electric vehicles.,” said David Em, CEO of Everyone Media Group
and editor in chief of EV Unleashed. “The EV Unleashed launch provides people with everything they need to
compare, review, and learn about electric vehicles.”

EV Unleashed is the latest offering from Everyone Media Group with a mission to inform, entertain, inspire,
and accelerate the shift to electric vehicles.

For more information, visit EV Unleashed.
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Contact Information
David Em
Everyone Media Group
http://https://everyonemediagroup.com
1 8582550554

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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